


MOUNTING 

1) Always use Universal Tyre changer or recom
Demounting of tubeless tyres to avoid bead damages

2) Inspect the condition of wheel discs for cracks, oblong
both edges of wheel disc

3) Clean the rusting on wheel disc and paint with Aluminum paint.

4) Inspect the valve stem for damage and wear. Replace old valve stem with new one once in a 
year in order to avoid leakage at valve stem due to damage of ‘o’ ring.

5) It is important that the 

other hard particles. Presence of dirt, sand & foreign particles etc in 

pits on tyre bead area,

container to prevent contamination of the lubricant when not in use. 
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MOUNTING & DEMOUNTING OF TUBELESS TYRES
 

Always use Universal Tyre changer or recommended tubeless tyre tools for M
of tubeless tyres to avoid bead damages. 

    

Inspect the condition of wheel discs for cracks, oblong of wheel bolt holes &
wheel disc to select good condition wheel disc. (Fig. d) 

     
wheel disc and paint with Aluminum paint. (Fig. e) 

 
Inspect the valve stem for damage and wear. Replace old valve stem with new one once in a 
year in order to avoid leakage at valve stem due to damage of ‘o’ ring. (Fig. 

 
It is important that the vegetable grease be clean and free of dirt, sand, 

Presence of dirt, sand & foreign particles etc in vegetable grease

, which causes slow air leakage. Provide a cover for the portable 

to prevent contamination of the lubricant when not in use. (Fig. 

 

Demounting tools 

Mounting tools 
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OF TUBELESS TYRES 

mended tubeless tyre tools for Mounting & 

 

 
of wheel bolt holes & for bends on 

 
Inspect the valve stem for damage and wear. Replace old valve stem with new one once in a 

(Fig. f)  

be clean and free of dirt, sand, metal shavings or 

vegetable grease causes 

Provide a cover for the portable 

(Fig. g) 
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ANNEXURE: 



6) Never dilute vegetable grease with water.

& outer) of the bead and both edges of wheel disc 

be mounted and inflated before the lubricant dries.

 

7) Mounting procedure: 

 Apply vegetable grease

wheel disc. (Fig. 

 Place the wheel disc in correct position, short side up(drop center up).

 Place the tyre on wheel disc rocking motion with

bottom bead may drop over the wheel flange).

 Mount the bottom bead with mounting tyre 

 Mount the second bead i.e., top bead with tyre 

 Use the proper tool to obtain the correct seating of bead.
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Never dilute vegetable grease with water. Apply clean vegetable grease

and both edges of wheel disc to avoid the bead damage.

be mounted and inflated before the lubricant dries.  

 

vegetable grease to both sides (inner & outer) of the bead and both edges of 

(Fig. h) 

Place the wheel disc in correct position, short side up(drop center up).

 
Place the tyre on wheel disc rocking motion with adequate downward pressure (the 

bottom bead may drop over the wheel flange). (Fig. j) 

 
Mount the bottom bead with mounting tyre tools. (Fig. k) 

 
Mount the second bead i.e., top bead with tyre tools. (Fig. L) 

 
Use the proper tool to obtain the correct seating of bead. (Fig. m)
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vegetable grease to both sides (inner 

to avoid the bead damage. The tyre should 

 

to both sides (inner & outer) of the bead and both edges of 

Place the wheel disc in correct position, short side up(drop center up). (Fig. i) 

adequate downward pressure (the 

) 



Bead seating:- In order to make sure that the bead is evenly seated on the rim, the best 

practice of inflating tyre assembly is in horizontal position. 

fitment stand. Placing the fitment stand under the wheel disc helps us to expand the ty

right seating area. 1 inch Height of Tyre stand 

(Fig. n) 

8) Never inflate in vertical position initially. When the tyre is in vertical position the 

weight of the rim can results in

mounting of beads on rim causes lateral runout, irregular wear and bead damages.

(Fig. o) 

 

9) Demounting procedure

 Complete deflate the Tyre by removing the valve pin. (Fig. 

 With the tyre assembly laying

breaking tool. D

assembly with a hammer of any type can damage the tyre or wheel disc

 Apply vegetable grease on the rim and bead area with the help of tyre brush for 

lubricate/softening the 
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In order to make sure that the bead is evenly seated on the rim, the best 

practice of inflating tyre assembly is in horizontal position. Place the assembled tyre rim on 

fitment stand. Placing the fitment stand under the wheel disc helps us to expand the ty

right seating area. 1 inch Height of Tyre stand shall be used keep the tyre above the ground.

 
Never inflate in vertical position initially. When the tyre is in vertical position the 

weight of the rim can results in the beads are not centered of the rim.

mounting of beads on rim causes lateral runout, irregular wear and bead damages.

Demounting procedure: 

Complete deflate the Tyre by removing the valve pin. (Fig. p) 

 
With the tyre assembly laying flat, break the bead seat of both beads with a b

breaking tool. Do not use hammers of any type to break the bead. Striking a wheel 

assembly with a hammer of any type can damage the tyre or wheel disc

      
Apply vegetable grease on the rim and bead area with the help of tyre brush for 

softening the bead. (Fig. r) 
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In order to make sure that the bead is evenly seated on the rim, the best 

Place the assembled tyre rim on 

fitment stand. Placing the fitment stand under the wheel disc helps us to expand the tyre in a 

the tyre above the ground. 

Never inflate in vertical position initially. When the tyre is in vertical position the 

not centered of the rim. Improper 

mounting of beads on rim causes lateral runout, irregular wear and bead damages. 

 

ead seat of both beads with a bead 

o not use hammers of any type to break the bead. Striking a wheel 

assembly with a hammer of any type can damage the tyre or wheel disc. (Fig. q) 

 
Apply vegetable grease on the rim and bead area with the help of tyre brush for 



 Insert demounting lever between bead and wheel disc rim. Make sure that lever is 

inserted properly and push the long edge of 

out slowly. (Fig. 

 Now repeat the same process to pullout the other side of bead also.

 Lift the tyre assembly, place the tyre lever inside and allow the assembly to drop and 

rock the tyre from the wheel disc 
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"USE OF VEGETABLE GREASE

 

  

Insert demounting lever between bead and wheel disc rim. Make sure that lever is 

inserted properly and push the long edge of the tool down so that the bead comes 

(Fig. s) 

  
Now repeat the same process to pullout the other side of bead also.

   
Lift the tyre assembly, place the tyre lever inside and allow the assembly to drop and 

rock the tyre from the wheel disc . (Fig. u) 
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The key to successful fitment and 

demounting of tubeless tyres is 

USE OF VEGETABLE GREASE"
in a right way, as much as possible 

Insert demounting lever between bead and wheel disc rim. Make sure that lever is 

the tool down so that the bead comes 

 
Now repeat the same process to pullout the other side of bead also. (Fig. t) 

 
Lift the tyre assembly, place the tyre lever inside and allow the assembly to drop and 
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